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Mount Vesuvius is the only 
active volcano on Europe’s 
mainland. The volcano is in Italy, 
near the Bay of Naples, and 
stands about 4,000 feet high. Its 
height changes with eruptions. For 
hundreds of years, people have 
lived near the slopes of Mount 
Vesuvius. The volcanic ash creates 
very fertile lands for farming. 

On Aug. 24, A.D. 79, Mount 
Vesuvius erupted with a mighty 
force. The sky quickly darkened 
with poisonous gases and fumes, 
which killed thousands of 
residents. Within 19 hours, the 
eruption of mud, ashes, cinders 
and stones completely covered 
the nearby cities of Pompeii, 
Herculaneum and Stabiae.

About 1,700 years passed 
before archaeologists 
rediscovered the city of Pompeii. 
In 1748, scientists began 
excavating the forgotten ancient 
Roman city. Archaeologists have 
unearthed roads, buildings with 
beautifully painted walls, loaves 
of bread still in bakery ovens 
and the remains of hundreds of 
people. They also uncovered a 
dog tied to its post. 

Herculaneum was a seaside 
resort of beautiful villas. 
Scientists found one villa that 
contained a huge library and 
marble statues. They also 
unearthed a theater. Today, 
3 million people still live near 
Mount Vesuvius.

Mount Vesuvius and Pompeii 

          World History

As you read this week’s lesson, look for pronouns. 

pronouns in blue. (CC ELA L.6.1)



Circus Maximus

Colosseum

Pax Romana

Did you know?
  shopping mall, which had more than 150 
  sellers.

  Emperor Augustus.

  during the 500 years of the Roman Empire. 

  frozen in the Alps for special occasions. 

  games in ancient Rome. 

  to dye their hair blond and red.

  art, while surgeons used trepans for brain 
  surgery. Romans performed brain surgery to 
  treat headaches, insanity and other diseases. 
  Amazingly, people survived the procedure!

  and peacock. 

  an army of 90,000 other escaped slaves 
  against the Roman government. Soldiers 
  eventually killed Spartacus in 72 B.C.

What spectator 
sports happened in 
the Colosseum? 

Imagine going to the Roman Colosseum and spending the day watching 

animals were killed each day at the Colosseum. Spectators at these free 
“sport and amusement” events munched on food as they sat and watched 

blood.
Other events at the Colosseum were even more disturbing. Men 

entertainment. Spectators took part in these 
bloody events from their seats in the stands. If 
people wanted the winning gladiator to spare 
the life of the other, they waved white 
hankies or gave a thumbs up sign. 
If spectators wanted the winner 
to kill his opponent, 
they gave a thumbs 
down sign. The winning 
gladiator looked up at 
the audience to see what 
they wanted him to do.  

Famous Romans 
Cicero (106–43 B.C.)

Cicero was a Roman lawyer who lived in the time of Julius 
Caesar. He was one of Rome’s greatest speakers. Here are 
some famous quotes from his speeches. What do you think 
they mean?

       remain forever a child.

Virgil (70–19 B.C.)
Virgil was a famous Roman poet. 

Virgil’s poems told how wonderful 
it was to live in a time of peace 
(Pax Romana). In other poems, 
he wrote of living a simple life 
and about Italy’s beautiful land. 
Virgil’s most famous poem (a long 

12 books! In the epic “Aeneid,” 
Virgil told of Aeneas, a hero who 

captured it and traveled to Italy, 
where he became the ancestor 
of the Romans. He wrote of the 
adventures of Aeneas and his men 
as they traveled across the sea to 
Rome. Virgil wasn’t happy with this 
work and asked that people burn it after he died. Fortunately 
for the world, his relatives did not do so! 

Hadrian and His Wall (A.D. 76-138)
Historians consider Hadrian one of Rome’s Five Good 

Emperors. As emperor, Hadrian decided not to expand the Roman 

much of the eastern lands the emperor before him had taken. 
A famous wall bears Hadrian’s name. While visiting Great 

Britain in A.D. 122, Hadrian ordered that workers build a wall. 
He wanted this wall to be the boundary for the end of the 
Roman Empire. The wall ran about 74 miles along northern 
England. It took workers seven years to build, and was 8 feet 
thick. They built many forts along the wall as watchtowers to 
keep an eye out for the Picts, their enemies from the North. 
The workers built a large ditch, said to be as tall as three men, 
in front and behind the wall. After the Roman soldiers left 
Great Britain in A.D. 410, the wall eventually fell into disrepair, 
but much of it still exists.



  Name ______________________________________
ACROSS
1. volcano that erupted in A.D. 79 
4. warriors who fought in the Colesseum
5. known for his wall
7. Roman writing tool
9.

of Rome

DOWN
1. Roman poet who wrote the “Aeneid”
2. Roman slave who led an army of 

90,000 slaves against the Roman 
government

3. activity that took place at the Circus 
Maximus

6. famous Roman charioteer
8. Latin word for peace

As Mount Vesuvius erupted, 
Pliny the Elder watched from his 
ship. Pliny was a general who led 
several warships. He also loved 

nature and was fascinated by what he saw. Flying hot rocks 
bombarded the waters around him. However, instead of 

and rescue people, including his friend, Pomponianus. Pliny 
died while trying to help. Write a diary entry describing 

Remember to check your writing for correct spelling, 
punctuation and grammar.

Create a Timeline
Choose six events from this week’s World History Studies Weekly. Create a timeline of the events and draw a picture 

to go with each. Use Roman numerals for the dates in your timeline. (See below.)

Roman Numerals
The Romans based their number system on six symbols: I = 1, V = 5, X = 10, L = 50, C = 100, D = 500 and M = 1,000. The 

numerals could get very long using these symbols, so they made a rule to not have more than three of the same symbols 
in a row. For example, instead of using XXXX for 40, you place a symbol for a smaller number, X (10), in front of L (50). 
That means you subtract. Another example is using CM for 900. You subtract 100 (C) from 1,000 (M) instead of writing 
DCCCC. On the other hand, a symbol for a smaller number placed behind a symbol for a larger number means you add. 
MD means 1,000 (M) plus 500 (D) equals 1,500. Create some number sentences with Roman numerals but don’t show the 

Roman numerals, of course!

As you read this week’s lesson, circle or highlight 
all proper nouns with any color pen or highlighter. 

answers and get ready for this week’s test.

If you’d like to make any editorial comments about our 
paper, please write to us at feedback@studiesweekly.com.


